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ABSTRACT
As scalability and flexibility have become the critical con-
cerns in information management systems, self-organizing
networks attract attentions from both research and indus-
trial communities. This work proposes a semi-structured
semantic overlay for information retrieval in large-scale self-
organizing networks. With the autonomy to their own re-
sources, the nodes are organized into a semantic overlay
hosting topically discriminative communities. For informa-
tion retrieval within a community, unstructured routing ap-
proach is employed for the sake of flexibility; While for join-
ing new nodes and routing queries to a distant community, a
structured mechanism is designed to save the traffic and time
cost. Different from the semantic overlay in the literature,
our proposal has three contributions: 1. we design topic-
based indexing to form and maintain the semantic overlay,
to guarantee both scalability and efficiency; 2. We intro-
duce unstructured routing approach within the community,
to allow flexible node joining and leaving; 3. We take advan-
tage of the interaction among nodes to capture the overlay
changes and make corresponding adaption in topic-based in-
dexing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information storage and retrieval]: Information
search and retrieval—Selection process, Clustering

Keywords
Information retrieval, Self-organizing networks, Topic-based
indexing, Query routing, Semantic overlay

1. BACKGROUND
Self-organizing networks are distributed networks without

central control. Resources are distributed in the nodes, and
tasks are performed through the cooperation among the n-
odes (i.e. peer to peer network). It has a promising po-
tential of scalability and flexibility, and attracts increasing
research interests as an alternative to centralized informa-
tion systems. One of the typical applications is Information
Retrieval(IR) in self-organizing networks. In this task, each
node manages a document repository, and works as both a
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resource provider and a resource searcher in the network.
Since the documents aren’t necessarily indexed by a central
server, the single point of failure is avoided. Given a query,
the relevant documents are often stored in remote nodes.
Hence, IR in self-organizing networks mainly involves node
selection and query routing.

In centralized IR systems, efficient IR mainly implies re-
turning an effective result list from a pre-crawled document
repository in a short time. In self-organizing networks, to
perform efficient IR has more challenges. Appropriate nodes
need to be located not only in a short time but also at a low
traffic cost; the network changes dynamically. For exam-
ple, the resources are constantly changing and the nodes are
joining and leaving the network frequently. To meet these
challenges in one system is not a trivial work. Traditionally,
query routing is performed either randomly in unstructured
network [8] or by inquiring indices stored in distributed hash-
ing table(DHT) in structured network [7, 23]. The problems
lie in: the former facilitates dynamic change in the network,
but has the limitation in efficient query routing; the latter
performs efficient query routing but spends a lot for dynamic
network change(i.e. frequently index updating and network
churn).

Semantic overlay networks [9] and small world model [13]
are then introduced. They share a common idea: a logi-
cal overlay is built by connecting nodes using tight or loose
links. Nodes with similar resources are connected by tight
links. The node communities collected by tight links are
connected by loose links. Construction of tight links is the
major concern of research, while loose links are often built
by randomly connecting two nodes in different communities.
This makes it difficult for a new node to efficiently find its
community in large-scale networks. In addition, the similar-
ity is often measured by exact term matching [27, 6]. The
semantics are missed in this way. In [18], a structured small
world is proposed to perform efficient semantic search. But
the scale of its structure would increase as the network size
increases.

In this work, the self-organizing network is envisioned as
a large-scale dynamic network, where IR problem can not
be handled efficiently by only structured or unstructured
approaches . we propose a semi-structured semantic over-
lay to integrate the advantages from both sides. We index
the nodes in the network by the topics of their resources.
A structured super-node layer is designed to maintain the
topic-based indices. New node joins in the network by in-
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quiring the indices and gets access to the nodes with top-
ically similar resources. Once it finds similar nodes, flexi-
ble communication among them is allowed. In return, the
flexible communication helps to capture the changes of the
overlay structure. An adaptation mechanism is designed to
make the indices adaptable to the changes. Specifically, our
proposal and contributions are as follows:

• We extract topics from the network resources by mea-
suring their semantic similarity in the subspace of a
full semantic space. Refined semantic relationship is
expected to be discovered in this way. This settles an
effective basis for IR in self-organizing networks.

• We index the extracted topics, and store it on a struc-
tured super-node layer. By inquiring the topic indices,
nodes with similar resources are connected via an ef-
ficient way and semantic overlay is built accordingly.
For node joining and inter-community query routing,
efficiency can also be guaranteed by the topic-based
indexing.

• Each node is allowed to communicate freely with the
neighborhood on the semantic overlay. This facilitate
flexible searching within a community. In addition,
changes(e.g. community shrinking and topic changing)
in the network are expected to be captured by the
flexible neighborhood communication. It motivates an
adaption mechanism of the topic-based indexing.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents the state of the art; Our proposal is demonstrated
in Section 3. Key issues and their solutions are described in
Section 4 and 5.

2. STATE OF THE ART
To perform information retrieval in self-organizing net-

works, an efficient approach is to index the resources and
store them in distributed nodes. A DHT-based infrastruc-
ture is implemented in this approach which provides efficient
querying routing. But it costs too much for maintenance, e-
specially when the network is a large-scale and dynamic one
as envisioned in our work [15]. The approach based on un-
structured network, on the other side, spends less to main-
tain the network infrastructure, but costs more to search
relevant information stored in remote nodes [29]. Plenty of
works have been done to improve the searching performance
in unstructured networks, for example neighbor indexing [8],
small world model [13] and semantic overlay network [9].
However, these works can only perform efficient IR when
the relevant information to a query is stored in the neigh-
borhood of the initiating node. In addition, it is costly to
join a new node in the network, because random message
dissemination is employed to find neighbors for the node.
IR in hybrid system is proposed to combine the advantages
of IR in both structured and unstructured networks, which
is also the motivation of our work.

2.1 DHT based IR in self-organized network
DHT based IR in self-organizing networks stores resources

as {key, data} pairs in DHT and provides inquiring service
given a key [17]. In ALVIS [19],terms are indexed for each
document. It achieves efficient search performance, but cost-
s too much to update the indices. Moreover, the indices are

not scalable to the amount of documents. In Minerva [2],
terms are indexed for each node instead of document; In
[23] and TSS [4], terms are replaced by highly discriminative
keys(HDK) which improves the scalability. In PCIR [21] a
cluster-based approach is proposed for publishing indices at
low traffic cost. Besides, semantic searching is implemented
in pSearch [7], where CAN, a distributed indexing strategy
for multi-dimensional data, is employed to index document
vector generated by latent semantic analysis(LSA). An ex-
tension of pSearch is proposed in [5].

2.2 Query routing in unstructured network
In unstructured network, nodes join and leave without

causing too much traffic cost. IR doesn’t rely on well-structured
indices, and queries are forwarded mainly in two ways: blind
informed ways. In blind query forwarding, no hint is utilized
to guide the query’s next hop. Typical works include ran-
dom walk [11] and iterative deepening [28]. In informed
approaches, query forwarding is supervised by hints, for in-
stance, routing indices [8], small world links [13], social com-
munities [3] and semantic overlay networks [9]. Small world
is a phenomena in social network, where any two peers can
be connected by mutual acquaintances [16]. They have t-
wo properties: high cluster coefficient and low average hop
between any two randomly chosen peers. The idea is intro-
duced in unstructured network to construct both short and
long links for nodes [14, 24]. Short links are used to cluster
nodes with similar resources, and long links to connect node
clusters. The long links are often built based on those nodes
whose resources belong to multiple clusters [12, 9, 1].

2.3 IR in hybrid network
In [10], a super-peer based similarity search strategy is

proposed for high-dimensional data. The data is indexed by
only few super-peers. The sub-peers with similar resources
are connected to the same super-peer. Since the querying
task is loaded on only few super-peers, this work might suf-
fer from certain scalable problems when the network is in a
very large scale. Other IR approaches involve small world
model in CAN-based IR approach [20, 26], small world mod-
el in super-peer based network [6], peer clustering based on
CAN infrastructure [18], and semantic overlay networks in
structured network [27].

3. PROPOSAL
We show our semi-structured semantic overlay in Figure 1.

A topic-based indexing approach is designed on the struc-
tured super-node layer. The indices are designed as <top-
ic,node> pairs. Only the relatively stable nodes for each
topic are indexed in order to save maintenance cost. New
nodes can join in the overlay by inquiring the indices with
its topic and getting access to the nodes having similar re-
sources. Nodes with similar resources are allowed to con-
nect and communicate to each other randomly. The seman-
tic overlay is formed accordingly. By the random commu-
nication within the neighborhood on the semantic overlay,
community shift(community enlarging and shrinking, and
community topic shift) could be captured. It could then be
submitted to the structured super-node layer, as a feedback
to update the topic indices. We call it dynamic adaption
in the rest of the paper. For searching information within
the neighborhood/a community, query routing is performed
using the random connections among nodes. For searching
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Figure 1: Semi-structured semantic overlay

information in distant community, we inquiry the topic in-
dices stored on the super-node layer, and then forward the
query to corresponding community.

We will evaluate the performance of our proposal by con-
sidering its search efficiency, its cost in node joining and the
scalability of its indices. The classic recall-precision metrics
will be employed to measure the searching efficiency; Both
the time and traffic cost will be evaluated for the node join-
ing; The scalability of the indices will be measured by ob-
serving if the increase of the network scale would also cause
the increase of the index scale. We will compare our propos-
al with both the structured and unstructured approaches in
the literature.

4. TOPIC-BASED INDEXING
The basic idea is to extract topics from the network re-

sources as the indexing granularity. It is motivated by pivot-
based metric space indexing [22], where a small number of
objects from the metric space are selected as pivots, and the
index is built by storing the distances from each of them
to the objects of the database. Searching space is sharply
reduced by only comparing the distance between the query
and the pivots. Since the topics as well as the super nodes
are relatively stable in the network, this infrastructure is
supposed to consume less maintenance cost and provides an
efficient performance for node joining and inter-community
query routing. In addition, only the representative nodes for
each topic are indexed on the structured super-node layer.
In other words, most of the nodes are not tightly controlled
by the structured super-node overlay once they join the net-
work. They can build their own connections to the other
nodes in the neighborhood.

4.1 Topic extraction
Problem statement Let {N1, N2, N3...Nn} be n nodes

in the self-organized network. The topic of each node is
represented by a vector Vi = {vi,1, vi,2, vi,3...vi,D} with di-
mension D, which could be a semantic vector achieved by
data mining techniques, the topic modeling approach La-
tent Dirichlet allocation for instance. Each element in the
semantic vector refers to the contribution of corresponding
dimension to the node’s topic. The higher an element is, the
more contribution the corresponding dimension makes. The
topic vectors of all the nodes can be located as one point
in this D-dimensional space, which we call semantic space.
Their similarity is measured by the distance of their loca-
tions. Our aim is to extract the topics shared by the topic
vectors and design appropriate data structure to maintain
them. They are supposed to work as the pivots in [22].

Principally, a good set of pivots should be selected accord-
ing to the data distribution(internal complexity) in metric

space. Since similar topic vectors tend to aggregate in the se-
mantic space, every bunch of aggregated vectors corresponds
to certain topic. To our best expectation, if the pivots are
scattered on the central of aggregated vector bunches, new
vector can easily find its brunch by comparing its distances
to the pivots. The challenge in our case is how to extract
the shared topics in an incremental way, because the topic
vectors arrives incrementally along with new nodes joining
the network.

Solution According to the formation of topic vectors, t-
wo vectors are similar to each other if only they are simi-
lar in a subspace of the full dimension which has high con-
tribution to the topic. Therefore, we propose a subspace
clustering approach to extract topics and represent them
in subspaces. We collect a set of vector samples from the
semantic space. By mapping the vectors into their D dimen-
sions, we get D 1-dimension value sets. L principle values
{pd,1, pd,2, pd,3...pd,l} are selected from the value set in each
dimension according to their intrinsic complexity. The se-
lection of principle values in each dimension is performed as
presented in [22]. The d refers to the dth dimension, and l
refers to the lth principle value in this dimension.

After selecting principle values in each dimension, we re-
map the vector samples to the closest principle values in
each dimension. Each vector is represented by its mapping
route {p1,l, p2,l, p3,l...pD,l}. We extract the sub-routes that
pass h highest principle values in any dimension, and set it
as one of the bootstrap pivots if it hosts a lot of vectors(this
can be achieved via ordering decreasingly the number of vec-
tors in each extracted route and selecting the first N routes
{P1, P2, P3...PN}). We reserve the dimensions as well as
the values for each pivot which are taken account for pivot
selection as Pdn = {(d, pd,l)}. In this way, the vector col-
lection in the semantic space is divided into N +1 brunches
{C1, C2, C3...CN+1} by the following measurement:

Vi ∈
{

Cn if ∀d ∈ Pdn, |vi,d − pd,l| ≤ Mαd

CN+1 if Vi � Cn
(1)

Where vi,d is the dth element in Vi, pd,l is the dth elemen-
t in pivot Pn, and Mαd is the distance from the principle
values pd,l to its adjacent principle value in the same dimen-
sion.

This operation is repeatedly performed when the number
of vectors in one brunch is above a prefixed threshold. Fi-
nally, a tree structure is generated as showed in Figure 2.
The vectors are inserted in the tree by being associated with
appropriate leaves via top-to-down lookup. The vectors in
each leaf have similar topic and correspond to a bunch ob-
jects in the semantic space. Moreover, leaves whose vectors
are in the adjacent neighborhood can also be connected by
inquiring the tree. We assign unique identification for each
node in the tree structure. Accordingly, we can generate a
key for each topic vector by concatenating the identification
of the nodes it passes. For example in Figure 2, topic vectors
V9 and V17 have the key OCC. The code for each node can
also be calculated by other approaches.

4.2 Distributed indexing
Problem statement Since there is no central control in

the network, indices have to be maintained in the distributed
nodes and inquired distributively. In the literature, the only
way to perform this task is the DHT based infrastructure.
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Figure 2: Tree hierarchy of topic vectors

Specifically, it represents data objects as {key, object} pairs
and keeps them in distributed nodes. Keys are distinguished
for different data objects. In classic DHT based IR, the
key is calculated by a predefined hashing function like SHA-
1 [19] or a pre-trained model like LSA [5]. In this work, the
keys for topic vectors can be calculated by checking the tree
structure. It means each node in the network must keep the
information about the tree in order to calculate the keys.
However, it’s not flexible to save the entire tree in every
node.

Solution Suppose there is only one super-node identified
as O in the network at the very beginning. It corresponds
to the root in the tree-based index structure. As new n-
odes join in, their topic vectors are aggregated in this super-
node. If the super-node becomes overloaded, for example if
the number of vectors are above a threshold, a set of pivots
are selected. The vectors are divided into several brunch-
es in this way. This is corresponding to branching a leaf in
tree-based index structure. We join several new super-nodes
in the network, and make each super-node to manage one
branch as well as its branching history. Super-nodes refer to
those nodes with longer online time and better communica-
tion bandwidth. They could be servers or ordinary nodes.
The ID of each super-node is assigned as the same as key of
the data it stores. The super-nodes are then organized into a
Chord ring in am increasing order by their IDs, as showed in
Figure 3. Each super-node stores indices of the topic vectors
whose keys are the same to its ID. It also stores the branch-
ing history to calculate the keys for new joining nodes. It’s
also possible for one super-node to manage the indices in
more than one leaf if it has more power. In that case, the
ID of the super-node is assigned as the shared substring of
the keys in its indices. For maintaining the network and
forwarding the message, each super-node keeps connections
with its two adjacent neighbors in the ring. It also keeps a
routing table which stores the information about the nodes
2m hops away, where m ≤ 0 and 2m ≤ n.

When a new node joins in the network by randomly con-
necting node Nr, its topic vector is sent to the super-node
of Nr. The key for the vector is calculated in this super-
node and then forwarded to the super-node which storing
indices of this key. Since each super-node only keeps part
of the tree structure (branching history of the leaves in it),
it is unable to calculated a complete key for a topic vector
out of its managing scope. In this case, we use the local
tree structure to estimate a partial key for the new node,
and forward it to a super-node whose ID is partial matched
to the key. In the new super-node, the key is expected to

Figure 3: Chord based super-node layer

be completed and forwarded to the target super-node. For
inter-community searching, the same operation is employed.

5. DYNAMIC ADAPTION
As described in Section 3, we only store the information

of those relatively stable nodes in indices. The nodes within
a neighborhood are connected by random links. In this way,
more flexible node joining and leaving is allowed. While as
described in [25], dynamic node joining and leaving could
effect the structure of the semantic overlay. We utilize the
random links among nodes to detect these changes and sub-
mit them to the super-node layer as a feedback. On our
super-node layer, the module of dynamic adaption is acti-
vated to make corresponding modification to the indices.

The structure changes we deal with include community
enlarging, community shrinking and community topic shift.
We formalize these changes as follows:

Definition 1. Suppose in a fixed region of the semantic
space R, there are M nodes forming a community. If more
and more new nodes join in this region, we call it commu-
nity enlarging; If a large amount of nodes in this region are
leaving the network, we call it community shrinking; If no
node leave, only their topics change and their locations move
outside the region, we call it community topic shift.

The community enlarging can be detected by the super n-
ode that stores the community’s index. For the community
shrinking, it can be detected simply by routing through the
random connection between nodes on the semantic overlay.
A specifically defined message is activated periodically in a
indexed node of the community. This message is flooded
through the random links, and the number of the nodes is
collected finally. If the number decreases largely compar-
ing to the previous result, an adaption action is activated
accordingly.

To perform the adaption, each node in the community
inquiries the indices to find other community in the neigh-
borhood. The connections are made between this node and
those from the closest community, while this node dose not
need to change its identification. By doing this, the shrink-
ing community could not be isolated in the semantic overlay.
If the node detects that its topic is closer to the nodes from
the neighborhood community, the index for that communi-
ty is modified to include this node as its member. In other
words, the region of that community need to be enlarged,
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which corresponds to modifying one of the tree branches of
the topic structure. Once the branch is modified, all the
super-nodes that keep this part of the tree need to be no-
tified. This operation is performed by the infrastructure of
the structured super-node layer.

6. CONCLUSION
In this proposal, we designed a topic-based indexing ap-

proach to facilitate the formation of semantic overlay in self-
organizing networks. It would achieve scalable and efficient
node joining and inter-community query routing. In ad-
dition, flexible communication is allowed among the nodes
within the community, for the sake of network dynamics. he
prototype of our proposal is being developed.
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